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ABOUT DRAGONFLORA

We help produce and distribute over 100 tonnes) of 
fresh Dragon fruits produced at our farmers fields  
for agricultural, industrial and household services 
across all parts of India. Alongside our company’s 
major focus- Dragon fruit, we also help cultivate 
AVOCADO and CUSTARD APPLES. We have future 
plans to expand our range to include exotic and 

unique tropical fruits such as; Rambutan, Kumquat, 
Water apple, Pomelo, Passion fruit , Star fruit, 

Persimmon, Longan, Mangosteen, Durian and other 
exotic fruits.
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THE BIRTH OF 
DRAGONFLORA

We started our official  journey with Dragon Fruits in 
2019, when we formed our firm but we have been 

working  with dragonfruit  since  last 2010. The idea of 
dragon fruit farming was fresh and untapped in some 
parts of India and across. There was no one to guide 

farmers about its cultivation and management we had 
to learn by our own practical experience and minimal 
knowledge of the processing of Dragon fruits. In 2019, 

Dr Sunila joined our team, since then our progress sped 
up with her scientific aptitude and crop nutrition 

expertise



OUR STORY

After 4 years, as an assistant professor 
in the state agriculture university and 

additional 3 years as scientist 
horticulture in a corporate world with 

giants like TATA CHEMICALS LIMITED. 
On a very fateful event, Dr Sunila came 

across a very typical fruit known as 
Dragon fruit. She was amazed at the 
delicious rich taste of the fruit and 

developed a passion for it instantly.



 GOALS

Our primary goals are to 
nurture, grow and expand the 
market for exotic fruits in 
India by promoting imports of 
the best produce in the world 
along side building the 
research and farming 
eco-system for these exotic 
fruits. With 

DragonFruit 
(Pitaya) at its core

Our mission is to expand the 
dragon fruit market by 
establishing numerous 

developmental projects to 
inspire agricultural 

entrepreneurs, transform 
farming potentials in India into a 

sustainable business and also 
equip farmers with world-class 

training on Crop/Farm 
management.

We develop innovative and 
value-added products.
Like Jam, Ready To Serve 
Drink, Powder, Freeze dried 
products:
The key qualities of our 
products area:
- Curative health drinks
- Improve health index
- Powered with superfood 

qualities
- Non GMO
- Gluten free
- No added chemical 

preservatives
- Spread happiness among 

producing farmers and 
consuming families
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